
  
 

 

NEWPORT HIGH SCHOOL 
SYLLABUS 2021-2022 

Course Spanish 1 

Instructor Jane Myrick 

Office Hours 3:20-4:00pm Monday-Friday 

If you need to schedule for a different day/time, please email me so we can 
find a time that works! 

Email jane.myrick@lincoln.k12.or.us 

For questions about make-up work, what we did in class, due dates, etc. 
please check Google Classroom first. You are proactive, responsible Cubs 
who can use your resources wisely, including Classroom. I will do my best to 
keep our Classroom page as up-to-date as possible. 

Phone 541–265–9281 ext. 317 

Course Description 
Course 

Overview: 
¡Bienvenidos a español 1! 

You will be doing some amazing things such as learning to speak, read, 
write, and listen in Spanish. This is a class that is learned through 
participation and practice. It is essential that you engage in class, 
complete assignments, and continue to build your Spanish skills 
through recorded and live practice. You will be assessed through: 

● Formative assessments - 20% of your grade 
○ Por ejemplo: practice homework activities, group work in 

class, daily participation, and informal presentations. 
● Summative assessments - 80% of the grade 

○ Por ejemplo: unit tests, some quizzes, formal presentations, 
and reading/writing projects (I’ll always tell you when 
something is a standard - there’s no such thing as a “pop 
standard” in our class) 

Some of the subjects that we’ll focus on are: the alphabet, numbers to 31, 
weather, days of the week, months, seasons, Spanish-speaking countries 
and capitals, greetings/goodbyes/courtesies, the basics of conversation, 
formal vs. informal forms, animals, foods, shapes, colors, the verbs ser and 
estar, how to conjugate –ar/-er/-ir verbs for the present, present 
progressive, and future tenses, school-related vocabulary, family and home 
vocabulary, and more! 
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Participation You need to participate meaningfully in class. You’re learning a language, so 
Expectations: you need to practice that language! :) 

Each week, you can earn up to 5 points of participation (1 point per day) 
which will go in the formative (20%) section of the gradebook. If you are 
present and engaged during our class activities, you’ll earn your daily point. 
If not, no point. I’ll do my best to create an environment where you can 
engage effectively, and you’ll do your best to participate in that 
environment. We’re in this together! 

Absences: If you are unable to be in class, please communicate with me via email as 
soon as possible. Communicating promptly, clearly, and respectfully is a skill 
that will serve you well in life, and you may be able to make up for lost 
participation point(s) by contacting me. 

Homework: Most of our homework assignments will be handed out during class. There 
may be some homework assigned through Google Classroom as well. I will 
communicate with you about where/how you will get each homework 
assignment, as well as where/how you will turn in each homework 
assignment. 

Passing 
Criteria: 

To pass each term, a student has to earn a 70% (C) or higher. 

Textbook: Avancemos 1 (Accessed online at the HMH app in Classlink) 

Materials: ● A spiral notebook or folder with paper for learning activities 
● Your preferred writing utensils (pencils or pens) 
● Access to Google Classroom & our textbook during class 
● Colored pencils, crayons or markers for class projects at home 

Highly 
Recommended: 

● An academic planner for you to keep track of assignments & 
important dates 

● Access to online dictionaries, such as wordreference.com 

Google Please avoid Google Translate. It’s flawed and will often give you the 
Translate: literal translation rather than a meaningful translation. You might find 

yourself in a Princess Bride situation where the translation that Google pops 
out doesn’t mean what you think it means... 



  Assessment & Gradebook 
Standard Standard assessments (80% of the class grade) may take place in a variety of 

Assessment formats. Some will be written tests or quizzes, while others will focus on 
Policy: listening or speaking. Some standards (such as speaking standards or writing 

projects) will come with a rubric that you can refer to as you figure out what 
is needed to pass this standard. 

There will be opportunities to retake or revise standards at specific times 
throughout the term. If you have turned in all of your work (including 
practice assignments), you can choose one recent standard to re-take for a 
higher score. The highest score of the two attempts will be used in the 
gradebook. 

If a standard is late without prior communication, the highest grade you can 
earn is a 70% C. 

Marks in 
Wazzle: 

Standard assessments will be labeled in Wazzle with an “ST” before the name 
of the assessment and standard. 

All work not labeled as ST is considered practice (formative). Practice work 
is worth 20% of your grade. It is used to document your progress and help 
me know where you’re at. 

Below are the codes that you may see in the gradebook. If you see a blank 
space for the assignment, that means your grade has not been entered yet or 
the due date has not yet come to pass. Don’t worry - it will be there soon. 

Mark Meaning 

90 -100 A 
80 -89 B 
70 -79 C 
60 -69 D 
0-59 F 
I Incomplete 
G No Grade, No Credit 
L Late practice 
R Revision needed 
T Turned in, not yet graded 
X Exempt from standard or practice 
Z Never turned in the assessment or practice 



 General Policies 
Accommodations: Students seeking accommodations should talk to me as soon as 

possible. All IEPs and 504s will be followed. 

Late Practice 
Work: 

Late practice work, without communication, will receive a 10% 
per day late penalty. Assignments will not be considered late 
unless they are turned in after the day they were due. Everything we 
do in this class builds on previous knowledge, and you will be able to 
be more successful if you stay on top of your work! 

Food & Drink: Hydrate! Fuel your brain! Snacks and drinks are welcome in my 
class, just please make sure that they will not be a distraction to 
other students, either in our room or in the hall. Remember to clean 
up after yourself and be kind to our wonderful custodians! 

Technology: Phones, Airpods, earbuds, headphones, Switches, etc. shouldn’t be 
seen or heard in class. There may be times where I invite you to use 
your phones or Chromebooks for specific academic purposes, but 
otherwise, keep them nice and cozy in your backpacks, please! 

Seating: It’s important to feel comfortable with your group members in a 
language class. Therefore, we will start with open seating. If needed, 
I will change groups to promote the learning of all students. 

* Syllabus is subject to change. For the most current information, please check Google 
Classroom.* 


